THE NAZI OPERATION CROSS-FIRE HURRICANE - DRAGON FLY ATTACK UPON TRUMP & AMERICA

The FBI - DOJ - CIA Crimes Against Trump & America:

1. **FISA COURT abuses.** Use of fake Christopher Steele fake pee pee dossier, hired by HC & The Demoncrats to smear Trump. Stephen Halper is connected to Steele. Felix Sater did the Trump Russia tower deals - one of the 28 set-ups of Comey to frame Trump. Complicit FISA court judges and many others complicit in this crime which became Operation Cross-Fire Hurricane to impeach Trump and has morphed into the Mueller The Mule probe.

2. As part of this CIA - FBI - Comey - Brennan - Obama - Hillary Operation Cross-Fire Hurricane, the FBI is illegally used to frame Trump via infiltrated FBI agents posing as foreign agents.

3. The Counter Intelligence divisions of the FBI & CIA are used ILLEGALLY against a standing President.
The national security provisions of the FBI - DOJ - CIA - NSA are all used illegally to classify documents which expose the crimes of these organizations. Rosenstein, Jeff Sessions, Mueller, Comey, McCabe, Peter Struck, Lisa Page, wife of Rosenstein, DOJ SES 500 lawyers and the entire NWO Dragon Fly system is weaponised to attack Trump and the American people.

The Mule illegal Office of Special Council is formed illegally by Rosenstein via Jeff Sessions recusal. Jeff Sessions in turns appoints fake Huber investigation into Hitlery, which goes no where. Huber refuses to testify before Congress and is doing NOTHING.

REPORT: Huber and Horowitz Investigations Deep State Cons Constructed by DOJ...


MUELLER was installed by his Deep State Masters to Cover Up Real Crimes, Fabricate False Crimes and Protect the Power Elite from Prosecution

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=109414

Huber never showed up! Is there really an investigation of the Clinton Foundation?

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=111066

Rosenstein’s whole DOJ career reeks of conflict of interest, Now look at his wife’s corrupt background

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=111961

Jeff Sessions Firing By Trump Proves Fake "Q Anon" Fraud!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/jeff-sessions-firing-by-trump-proves-fake-q-anon-fraud

Abuse of the DOJ SES 500 lawyers - DOJ un-elected attorneys, shills of The Deep State are
weaponizes against Trump. This is The Obama Private Army.

7 **MUeller CRIMES ARE MANY!** The illegal use of the illegitimate Office of Special Council is just ONE EXAMPLE.

8 **Comey, McCabe, Peter Strzok, FBI crimes. CIA crimes.**

9 **Rosenstein crimes** - appointing Mueller to go after Trump. Signing the abusive FISA requests, persecuting Article III Constitutional judges and many other crimes. SS NAZI Mueller and Rosenstein work together to impose THE NAZI STATE upon America, attack Trump & The American people.

10 **HITLERY CRIMES.** Hitlery murder, control of the digital keys to the Internet, Clinton Foundation crimes. THE NWO DRAGON FLY goes into full gear with Hillary - Soros - The Nazi Queen - Fake Jews - Swiss Octogon at the Helm. Jade Helm part of the NWO Dragon Fly plan of planetary control via The Global Dragon Fly Spy Grid.


► **Sir Richard Allan** sets up his CISCO routers used to spy on the planet. As a member of British Parliament and as CISCO director of European policy, he helps the CIA - Five Eyes plan routers to spy on the entire planet. Sir Nick Clegg and Richard Allan are bunk buddies and shills of the British Empire. PLAN - TO control America, brain-wash subjects via Facebook. Use Facebook to help influence the U.S. elections. Use Facebook to maintain the TALPIOT CIA - British control over America. Both have been placed by the Nazi British Empire and Project Dragon Fly to save Facebook, the integral element of the NWO Dragon Fly.

► **SES are agents of the British Empire** and via SERCO, the DOJ, the Five Eyes, the fake state of Israel, puppet of the Nazi Queen. They thus assure America is a slave to the NAZI NWO empire.

12 **Massive control over the MSM** for the purpose of MIND CONTROL & ELECTIONS RIGGING. Accomplished via Dianne Feinstein control over the MSM, The Atlantic Council, The Digital Forensics Laboratory - THE NEW BRITISH NWO TRUTH MINISTRY - all used to help rig the elections by promoting the fake candidates of THE DEMONCRATS which get in via voter fraud: NANCY PELOSI, MAXINE WATERS, CHUCK SCHUMER, ADAM SHIFT, HARRY REED AND OTHER DEEP STATE SHILLS WHO ARE VOTED IN VIA MASSIVE ELECTIONS FRAUD. Operation Gladio to be weaponized against the U.S. elections and elections globally.

13 **THE SOPRO STERIA OCTOPUS.** The Rotshchilds - Goldman Sachs banking cartel use this empire and Macron of France to implement The Global Carbon Credits scheme of planetary control via The Paris Climate Accord (steal from nations & give it to China & Russia) and other scams and mechanisms of planetary enslavement. Via the carbon tax, via the digital keys to the Internet tax, the Rothschild - Nazi - Fake Israel Khazarian mafia of fake Jews plan to control the planet. Sopra Steria maintains 140 subsidiaries of hidden companies. Macron and his Rothschild wife are used as stooges of the fake Jews Zionists plan of Planetary Control. The Senior Executive Services, Metro, SERCO, The NWO Dragon Fly is used to enslave humanity.
See Q-SOURCE-X Article: **METRO, THE HEART AND CORE - BACKBONE AND INCEPTION STRUCTURE OF THE SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICES** article:

▶ **METRO 1313 – THE HEAD OF THE BEAST**

https://8ch.net/qsourcex/res/718.html

FULL PDF ON THIS SUBJECT HERE:

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/026a2f9e37309703eea234aadb33c35c5a664fc8ddfb22b4e7df25790cf6e30.pdf

GOLDMAN SACHS - Rothschild - Banking Cartel CONNECTION TO CALIFORNIA FIRES!!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/goldman-sachs-connection-to-california-fires

▶ WE CAN GET RID OF 80% OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND NOBODY WILL NOTICE.

▶ ELIMINATE THE SES OBAMA PRIVATE ARMY. PAY THEM ALL ONE DOLLAR A YEAR UNTIL THEY ALL QUIT. KEEP THE GOVERNMENT SHUT-DOWN & ARREST THE TRAITORS. TRY THEM UNDER MILITARY TRIBUNALS.
U.S. Marines Needed to Help Restore The Republic!!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/u-s-marines-needed-to-help-restore-the-republic

► USE THE GOVERNMENT SHUT-DOWN TO SET-UP NEW ELECTIONS AND DECLARE THE CURRENT ELECTIONS INVALID.

► USE WRITE ONLY ONCE MEMORY CARDS TO ASSURE NO VOTE TAMPERING AND HOLD NEW ELECTIONS.

New U.S. Mid-Term Elections Needed! MASSIVE PROVEN VOTER FRAUD EXPOSED!!

Massive patents theft taking place. The British Empire controls the U.S. patent office, SCOTUS and the Federal Justice System in America. Fake administrative courts operate in violation of the U.S. Constitution and the original 13th amendment. JUSTICE JOHN ROBERTS is used to steal the Facebook design from Leader Technologies, which is now being used to create the Digital control of the keys to the Internet, to control the planet via social media, for elections rigging, for The Dragon Fly Global Spy Grid and for making Americans and the planet slaves to the Rothschild NWO banking cartel which is STEALING A VAST AMOUNT OF WEALTH across the planet.

The Supreme Court is being used illegally to write laws when it’s job is to only APPLY THE LAW. Justice John Roberts, the DHS is used to attack patriots who expose this NWO Dragon Fly, such as the attack upon Christopher Earl Strunk. (The D.H.S., The Patriot Act, the IRS, the U.S. Treasury, the banking cartel - all now one global unit seeking to enslave humanity as they protect their Rothschild banks from prosecution and steal a vast amount of wealth across the planet). John Kelly and his girlfriend must now go, agents of the Deep State:

Shocking! U.S. Secret Service & DHS threaten Patriot For Reporting Voting Fraud!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/shocking-u-s-secret-service-and-dhs-threaten-patriot-for-reporting-voting-fraud

The U.S. Federal Courts are mere administrative courts which operate under maritime law, martial law, military rule and Admiralty law in violation of the U.S. Constitution. They are abusing Americans in PRISONS FOR PROFIT, such as the Jeff SESsions prisons. The Federal Courts must be shut-down and the pre Civil War Common law courts must be re-opened. (Take note that there are various forms of common law.). We must also re-instate the original 13th amendment which was passed, ratified by all states and in effect after the Civil War, when it was ILLEGALLY REMOVED from our constitution.
The Original 13th Amendment Restored Frees U.S.!!

[Link to article](https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-original-13th-amendment-restored-frees-u-s)

17 MASSIVE SCOTUS ABUSE as noted above. Massive abuse by Justice John Roberts, British BAR agent & agent of the Nazi Queen - fake State of Israel. Stealing patents from Leader Technologies and ruling against the Trump decisions. This judge needs to be IMPEACHED and removed from the U.S. Supreme Court, along with other useless Judges who are NOT SERVING THE AMERICAN PEOPLE!

18 U.S. Federal Reserve Banks massive theft across the planet.

The private "Federal" Reserve has stolen $25,000 Trillion from an Indonesian Royal!!

[Link to article](https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-private-federal-reserve-has-stolen-usd25-000-trillion-from-an-indonesian-royal)

19 The Nazi NWO is protecting SES criminals. That is Mueller´s job.

20 Massive Weather warfare against Americans, Fire Attacks, false flag attacks by the British elite Red Squadrongs working with the Five Eyes and much more.

2️⃣️ Fake Q anon attack upon America and the planet with fake Intelligence and a fake plan to save the world.

COMING SOON to a Q-SOURCE-X page near you:

► Information on the crimes of Mueller.
► Mueller and Rosenstein, sons of Nazi war criminals!
► Hitlery - a Nazi S.S. member.
► U.S. SS - Nazi.
► DHS - Nazi - attack patriots.
► John Roberts SCOTUS - a Nazi British Crown Agent.
► The Nazi - Rothschild - banking cartel partnership with Russia & China forming the Dragon Fly New World Order.

► More information coming soon on the Huber lack of action on the Clinton Foundation crimes.

► Lindsey Graham and his depleted uranium ARSENAL weapons factory in Bulgaria to be exposed. Agent of the Deep State and faux Trump supporter. Controlled opposition agent. Needs to go.

► Mitch McConnel Chinese spy and agent of treason. His wife sits on a board in China.

► These two videos proves the Huber inaction and the Deep State cover-up of the crimes of The Clinton Foundation:

FULL CLINTON FOUNDATION Investigation U.S. House Hearing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbZSuN7vTXw

FNN: Nancy Pelosi News Conference; Explosion at Pennsylavania Plant

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=do_pd2HYs_A

► LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES ARE NOT ABOUT THE RULE OF LAW AND CONGRESS IS A CIRCUS GIVING THE ILLUSION OF CARING ABOUT THE DEEP STATE CLINTON CRIMES.

► THERE IS NO PLAN.

► FAKE Q IS DUPING MANY. Sorcha Fail is now promoting this Q anon garbage and non-sense, fake Intel coming from The Enemies of America:
The current government has already been dissolved and is bank-rupt. The current elections are illegitimate.

The Emergency Banking Act of 1933 dissolved the U.S. Federal Government.

**THUS, THE CURRENT GOVERNMENT IS ILLEGITIMATE.**

Congress, The Electoral College, the DOJ, U.S. Federal Courts are thus ALL ILLEGITIMATE. Something they will not teach you in school.

THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IS BROKEN & ILLEGITIMATE.

① An ILLEGITIMATE CORRUPT DOJ that protects Hillary & The Clinton Foundation crimes via corrupt Huber, Jeff SESsions, Rosenstein who is also persecuting Article 3 judges.

② A corrupt IRS that refuses to go after the Clinton Foundation and collect the from 450 million to 2.5 billion owed in unpaid taxes.

WHAT THE CLINTON FOUNDATION OWES WOULD PAY FOR HALF OF THE BORDER WALL!

③ A completely corrupt Senate Intel committe & a corrupt Congress, sold-out to Israel.

④ MASSIVE VOTING FRAUD, CORRUPT ELECTIONS OFFICIALS, ELECTIONS RIGGING, ILLEGITIMATE ELECTORAL COLLEGE OPERATING UNDER A STATE OF INTER-REGNUM IN AN ILLEGITIMATE GOVERNMENT.
5 A CORRUPT U.S. SUPREME COURT - John Roberts massive patent theft. Complicit Federal judges are part of the scheme.

6 A corrupt U.S. patent office that steals patents.

7 A corrupt BLM and Federal judges who steal land. These judges use their British titles of nobility to then patent the land that is stolen. Massive scam taking place, as revealed by the Bundy trials. These Federal judges are operating under Admiralty law in violation of the U.S. Constitution.

8 A corrupt system of prisons for profit.

9 A corrupt FBI that seizes documents from whistle blowers - documents that expose their crimes. They do this with the help of corrupt federal judges.

The U.S. Elections are Illegitimate & A Scam

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-u-s-elections-are-illegitimate-and-a-scam
The Current U.S. Government is a Fraud & Illegitimate!!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-current-u-s-government-is-a-fraud-and-illegitimate

The Great "Q Anon" Deception Exposed!!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-great-q-anon-deception-exposed
Mother liberty beckons....

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/mother-liberty-beckons